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1. Introduction. In recent years several authors have considered the notion of random variables with values in a Banach space, X. One of the basic problems is to characterize those positive definite functions on X* that are characteristic functions of such random variables. Mourier [4] has given a solution to this problem if X is separable and reflexive. The purpose of this paper is to give another solution of this problem. Our results are valid if X is reflexive. However the contribution of this paper is not so much the removal of the condition of separability, rather we feel that our method sheds new light on the problem and aids in understanding it. The basic tool that we use is the concept of a weak distribution as introduced by Segal [5] , and this idea succeeds in unifying the theory.
Section 2 contains the basic definitions and preliminaries. The main results are contained in § 3 but in a form slightly more general than needed for the problem at hand. However we will need the results in this generality in a future paper. The contents of § 3 are clearly valid in any locally convex linear topological space. Finally in § 4 our solution to the problem stated above is given along with some examples and consequences.
The considerations of Bochner in chapters five and six of [1] are somewhat related to our problem.
2. Definitions* Let (Ω, g, P) be a probability space, that is, Ω is an abstract point set, % a ^-algebra of subsets of £?, and P is a measure on (Ω, g) with P(Ω) = 1. Let ϊ be a real Banach space 1 and X* its conjugate space. Let X: β->3£, we will call Ian ϊ valued random variable if X is weakly measurable, that is, if <#*, X(ω)y is a real valued Immeasurable function for each #*e£*. Let E(X) be the Pettis integral of X with respect to P, provided it exists. Thus E(X) is the unique element of 1 such that <>*, #(X)>=#{<#*, Z>} = f<a?*, X(ω)ydP for each x*e%*. The characteristic function of X is defined as follows, (2.1) φ(x*)=E{e ί<x *> x> } = \e a dF ((x*; λ) 886
where F(x*; λ) is the distribution function of the real valued random variable <#*, X(w)y. It follows that φ(0)=l, φ is positive definite, and φ is continuous. For a detailed discussion of the above concepts see [4] . If we put L(a?*)=<α?*, X(^)> then L is a linear map from 36* to random variables. Segal [5] defines a " weak distribution", L, on 3£ to be a linear map from #* to random variables. However there are two ( n \ n Σ c^a?* )= Σ a%L{xt) with probability one or the stronger statement that for almost all ω the function L( , ώ) is linear 2 . Theorem 2 of the next section shows that these two possibilities are actually equivalent. Thus since there is a possible ambiguity and since we want to consider a weak distribution as the generalization of an ordinary ^-dimensional distribution we make the following definition. DEFINITION 2.1. A weak distribution, L, on ϊ is a map which assigns to each finite collection of elements (#*, (3.1) \f{λ)dF{λ) = J/( g aA)dF n^ ,.
•.,;").
Given L we define the corresponding φ by
Clearly φ(0) = l and since
(using the formula stated above) it is evident that φ is continuous on each finite dimensional subspace of X. Moreover
Thus φ is positive definite and satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.
Conversely suppose we are given φ satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1. For any finite set of elements (x l9 •••, x n ) we consider the function ψ(<x l9 , a n )=φ( Σ oc k x k ). It then follows that ψ is an n\k=i J dimensional characteristic function in the ordinary sense. Hence by thê -dimensional Bochner theorem there exists a distribution function
By using the uniqueness assertion of the ^-dimensional Bochner theorem it is easy to show that the above construction actually defines a g-weak distribution on 36. The fact that the correspondence established between the φ's and the Z/s is one-to-one (and unique) again follows from the uniqueness in the %-dimensional Bochner theorem.
COROLLARY 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that φ be continuous on 36 is that F(x, λ)-+ε(λ) as x-+0.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the representation (3.2) and the properties of ordinary characteristic functions.
The following example shows that there actually exist positive definite functions continuous on each finite dimensional subspace without being continuous. Let 36 be a separable Hubert space and let {e σ } be n a linear base, thus if x e 36 then x= Σ a j e σ and this expression is unique.
J
It is no restriction to assume ||e σ || = l for all σ. Let {σ n } be a given Since for any g-weak distribution on X the family of associated distribution functions satisfies the Kolmogorov compatibility conditions we can construct a stochastic process in R* (R is the real number system) which induces the given distribution functions. If we put Ω=R* then we can denote this stochastic process by
See [2] , Taking into account condition (3) of Definition 2.1 it is clear that one should expect the sample functions L( , ω) to be linear in some sense. The next theorem states that L( , ω) is a linear function for almost all ω. THEOREM 
Given a q-weak distribution L on H then the stochastic process L(x, ω) can be realized in the space of all linear functions from H to R, that is, in the algebraic dual of 3£.
Proof. Let Ω be the set of all linear functions from X to R, let g be the field of cylinder sets of Ω. Sϊeg if and only if 3ί={ω/(^1), •••, ω(x n ))eA n } where A n is a Borel set in R n . Let P n be the ^-dimensional measure induced by F n (x 19 λ λ ;
x n , λ n ) and then we put P(3I)= P n (A n ).
We will now show that P is a completely additive measure on g.
(1) If SI e % then P(Sί) is uniquely determined. This is proved in exactly the same way as in Kolmogorov [2] . (2) If we define ω as before we obtain the same contradiction.
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Thus P n (AΓ\B) = 0. Now (4) P is completely additive on g This again can be proved exactly as in [2] .
We can now extend P to a completely additive measure on the aalgebra, g', generated by g and thus the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
The next theorem gives conditions under which L( , ω) is continuous for almost all ω, that is, L( , <i>)e9c* for almost all ω. The proof is fashioned after a proof given by Mann [3] Proof of sufficiency. First note that if ^t=e and /!*=-e (i=l, 2, •• ,^) are continuity points of ί^ then the integral (3.4) is equal to P[ max |£(#ί)|<Ξ>]. For the purposes of this proof we denote 36* by Ω and then as in the proof of Theorem 2 we can introduce a finitely additive measure, P, on the field, g, of cylinder sets in Ω. We will now show that P is completely additive. As is well known it is sufficient to show that if 5Ii ID §ί 2 1^
is a decreasing sequence of cylinder sets such that Π2I κ =0 then P(2ί re )\0. Assume P(3ϊ n )\tf>0. It is no loss of generality to assume that % n is defined by x u , x n and a closed Borel set A n in R n 2t n =H(<Φ?i), -" y ω(x n )) e A n ) .
Let X' be the separable subspace generated by {x u a? a , •••}, and let {Vu •••} be the set of all finite linear combinations of the a?/s with rational coefficients. Thus {?/J is a countable dense set in X' and we arrange the notation so that 2l n depends on ?/ fci , ---,y kn where k^kj if i<O" and k n -*<χ> as n~+oo. By hypothesis we can choose a independent of n, such that for i;£fc n and Define 5ί^=|^|ω6 §ί w and max iω(^)l<I -i^Lk n , WyiW^LδΛ, then since »)^* we have P(3ί Consider the sequence Sί^ and note that 2IJ ^ %l 3 , also note that 3ί£ depends on y u * 9 y k . Moreover the above inequality shows that Clearly the extension will be linear on .£', and hence by the Hahn-Banach theorem ω can be extended to be a continuous linear function on 3E. It now follows that ω e S3 P for all p and since S3 P CΓ % p we have that CO ω € Π Sίfc. Hence P is completely additive on g.
fc=l Proof of necessity. Since Z.( , ωjeϊ* for almost all ω we can write L(x, ω)=ζx, X*(ω)y. Let £' be a separable subspace of 36 and let ||X*(α>)||' be the norm of -3Γ*(ω) when considered as a linear functional on X', then ||X*(ω)||' is a measurable function. Given e, η^>0 we can choose £>0 such that P[||X*IΓ^ε/δ]^l -^ and this ^ has the required properties.
4 Application to X valued random variables. We can now give a solution to the problem stated in the introduction in case 3t is a reflexive space. (ii) If L=%(φ) (which exists by (i) and Theorem 1) then for any separable subspace 3£f of 3£* and any e, ^>0 there exists δ=δ (£f, ε, η) such that for any finite collection xf, •• ,a?*eX? with \\%T\\<Lδ we have Proof L is a g-weak distribution on 3E* which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3 relative to X*. Hence L can be realized in X**=X since X is assumed reflexive. Thus L{x*, ώ)=ζx*, X(ω)y and X(ω) is weakly measurable since L(x*, •) is measurable for all #*. But φ is the characteristic function of L and hence as remarked in § 2 it is the characteristic function of X. The necessity of the above conditions is obvious if we apply Theorem 3.
We conclude by giving two "continuity" theorems. Suppose φ n = %{X n ) (%(X n ) denotes the characteristic function of X n ) and φ w (x*)-> Φ(#*). Clearly φ is positive definite and if φ is continuous at 0 on each finite dimensional subspace then there exists a weak distribution L on 36 such that φ=%(L). The question naturally arises as to when there exists an X such that φ=%(X). We give two theorems which bear on this question and then two examples. THEOREM 
Proof. Recall that L n (x*)=ζx*, X n (ω)y. We now prove the sufficiency. Condition (1) implies that there exists a weak distribution L such that φ=%(L) and L n ->L in the sense that
We show that L satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4. For convenience we put F(e)= F\e, , ε)--F( -ε, , -ε) for any distribution function F and we say ε is a continuity point provided (e, , ε) and ( -ε, , -ε) are continuity points of F.
Given ϊ*, e, γ, choose δ of Condition (2) Choose ε' such that ε r is a continuity point of F fc and -< ε' < ε.
Δ
Choose n 0 such that n o >n (J,δ) and \F**(e')-~F k (ε')\ <L-*L then 4 FXO-^. Since ε> e ' we have 4
The necessity is proved by a similar computation.
THEOREM 6. Let £ be a real separable reflexive Banach space and let φ n =$(X n ), if φ n (x*) -• 0(α?*) £Λβw α sufficient condition that there exist an X such that φ=g(X) is that:
(1) Condition ( and hence the proof of Theorem 6 is complete.
Proof. In this case every convergent subsequence (at least one exists by the Helly theorem) converges to a distribution function. COROLLARY 2. (Mourier [4] ). The following condition implies (2) of Theorem 6. For some α>0 E{\\X n \\«) exists for all n and E(\\X n \\*)<LM.
Proof. An immediate consequence of Corollary 1.
EXAMPLE. Let ϊ be a separable Hubert space and let {e n } be a complete orthonormal system. Let Y n be ordinary random variables mutually independent with normal distributions such that E(Y n )=0, 1 n E(Yζ) =-. Define X W =Σ ϊ*β Λ , clearly X n is an 36 valued random vari- EXAMPLE. This example shows that condition (2) of Theorem 6 is not a necessary condition. Let £ and {e n } be as in Example 1. We define an ordinary random variable Y with the following distribution. 
